CONCEALED CISTERN TECHNOLOGY

DESIGNED IN SWITZERLAND.
AT HOME IN AUSTRALIA.

DESIGN MEETS FUNCTION
EUROPEAN STYLE IN AUSTRALIA

Geberit’s innovative button designs and concealed cistern technology has allowed users throughout the world to experience the luxury of well-designed modern bathrooms.

With experience spanning more than 50 years, Geberit has developed an eye for premium button designs and precision Swiss manufacturing.

This has led to the installation of more than 70 million concealed cisterns worldwide.

Geberit offers an impressive 15-year warranty on cistern tanks and frames as well as 25-year spare parts availability for ultimate peace of mind and long term security.

PRECISION SWISS ENGINEERING

Outstanding product quality is only achieved with a team of Geberit engineers and designers who have a passion for innovative function and design.

Precision Swiss engineering and outstanding manufacturing combine to deliver peace of mind behind the wall and design freedom at the front of the wall.

To ensure its carbon footprint is responsible, Geberit puts the environment at the heart of its business by focusing on sustainable sourcing, manufacturing, logistics and product design that delivers a harmonious synergy with nature.

DESIGN MEETS FUNCTIONALITY

Modern bathrooms reflect simplicity and style. A Geberit concealed cistern creates options for design finishes including the installation of a wall hung pan. A Geberit concealed cistern creates options for design finishes including the installation of a wall hung pan offering the ability to maximise space and ensure excellent hygiene.
SIGMA
INWALL CONCEALED CISiternS
Suitable for traditional inwall installations allowing design freedom to create a lifestyle bathroom. All Sigma buttons are compatible with Sigma concealed cisterns.

KAPPA
UNDER COUNTER CONCEALED CISiternS
Giving smaller bathrooms the appearance of space with a choice of flexible low height installation options, including under counter, vanity or window. All Kappa buttons are compatible with Kappa under counter concealed cisterns.

REMOTELY LOCATED CONCEALED CISiternS
Allowing for complete design freedom to create a modern bathroom by placing the button up to 2 metres from the concealed cistern. Suitable for in ceiling, under counter, in vanity, induct, and inwall installations.
SIGMA
INWALL CONCEALED CISTERNS

With a range of button designs and an extensive choice of modern finishes, the Sigma range creates a number of stylish possibilities to deliver a lifestyle bathroom.
SIGMA60.

A unique range of premium finish buttons that sits flush to the wall to create a subtle impact to a contemporary bathroom.

- Brushed chrome, chrome trim 115.640.GH.1
- Black, chrome trim 115.640.SJ.1
- White, chrome trim 115.640.SI.1
- Umbra, chrome trim 115.640.SQ.1

Suits Sigma8 concealed cistern

Note: Min 30mm Wall lining/thickness required for the button to sit flush with the wall.
SIGMA50.

Timeless style. Sleek design creating a real statement for a bathroom.

- Smoked reflective, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.SD.2
- Black, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.DW.2
- Umbra, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.UP.2
- White, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.WT.2
- Sand, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.SG.2
- Slate, brushed chrome buttons 115.788.SL.2
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SIGMA30. TONE IN TONE.

A perfect response to the interior design trends for elegant monochromatic palettes with bold colour statements.

Fingerprint-resistant, matt black, black trim

White, matt white trim

Fingerprint-resistant, matt white, white trim

Suits Sigma8 concealed cistern
Contemporary geometric lines create a point of interest in a modern bathroom.
A simple yet sophisticated design brings a subtle, yet striking accent to any bathroom.
SIGMA20.
TONE IN TONE.

The organic and smooth button shapes combined with the design ring in offset finish makes an eye-catching feature in any contemporary bathroom.
Circular buttons create an organic design to deliver a modern and stylish retreat.
SIGMA
Three step selection process for inwall concealed cistern installations

1. CHOOSE YOUR BUTTON:

**Sigma60**
246mm W x 164mm H
Min.30mm wall thickness required
- Black, chrome trim 115.640.SJ.1
- Umbra, chrome trim 115.640.SQ.1
- Brushed chrome, chrome trim 115.640.GH.1
- White, chrome trim 115.640.SI.1

**Sigma50**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 13mm D
- Smoked reflective, brushed chrome buttons 115.580.SD.2
- Black, brushed chrome buttons 115.580.SB.2
- Umbra, brushed chrome buttons 115.580.SU.2
- White, brushed chrome buttons 115.580.SW.2
- Slate, brushed chrome buttons 115.580.SJ.2

**Sigma30 Tone in Tone**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 12mm D
- Fingerprint-resistant matt black, black trim 115.880.TJ.1
- Fingerprint-resistant matt white, white trim 115.880.TW.1

**Sigma30**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 12mm D
- Chrome, matt chrome trim 115.883.SD.1
- Black, chrome trim 115.883.SJ.1
- White, chrome trim 115.883.SI.1
- Sand, chrome trim 115.883.TG.1
- Slate, chrome trim 115.883.JM.1
- Fingerprint-resistant matt black, black trim 115.883.TJ.1
- Fingerprint-resistant matt white, white trim 115.883.TW.1
- White, matt white trim 115.883.TT.1

**Sigma21**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 12mm D
- Black, chrome trim 115.884.SD.1
- White, chrome trim 115.884.SJ.1
- Sand, chrome trim 115.884.TG.1
- Slate, chrome trim 115.884.JM.1
- Matt black, chrome trim 115.884.TJ.1
- White, matt white trim 115.882.TT.1

**Sigma20 Tone in Tone**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 12mm D
- Fingerprint-resistant Matt chrome, chrome trim 115.882.TJ.1
- White, chrome trim 115.882.SJ.1
- White, gold trim 115.882.SU.1
- White, matt chrome buttons and trim 115.882.SD.2
- Smoked reflective, brushed chrome buttons 115.882.SD.2
- Black, brushed chrome buttons 115.882.SB.2
- Umbra, brushed chrome buttons 115.882.SU.2
- White, brushed chrome buttons 115.882.SW.2
- Slate, brushed chrome buttons 115.882.SJ.2

**Sigma20**
246mm W x 164mm H
Button depth: 12mm D
- Fingerprint-resistant matt black, black trim 115.882.TJ.1
- Fingerprint-resistant matt white, white trim 115.882.TW.1
- Fingerprint-resistant matt white, chrome trim 115.882.TT.1
SIGMA
Three step selection process for inwall concealed cistern installations

CHOOSE YOUR PAN TYPE:

Back to wall pan
- Inwall concealed cistern
  - 100.794.00.1 (3 star)
  - 100.795.00.1 (4 star)

Wall hung pan
- Inwall concealed cistern
  - 111.697.00.1 (3 star)
  - 111.698.00.1 (4 star)

CHOOSE YOUR CISTERN:

Sigma8 concealed cistern
- for back to wall pan

Sigma8 concealed cistern
- with DuoFix frame for wall hung pan

SIGMA8 CONCEALED CISTERNs

Up to 15 years warranty and spare parts availability of 25 years.
Suits most major brands of toilet pans*.
Complete peace of mind behind the wall, for the life of the bathroom.

Installation Requirements:
Sigma inwall concealed cisterns are installed behind the wall in the bathroom. Refer to installation instructions for details.
*Refer to pan specifications.
KAPPA

UNDER COUNTER CONCEALED CISTERNS

Range of chrome and stainless steel buttons with various design options for a contemporary bathroom.
KAPPA50.

A button that creates a flowing sense of harmony to complement a modern bathroom design.
KAPPA21.

A distinct circular button design in a choice of chrome, black and white finishes offers a simple, yet effective look.
KAPPA20.

A button that creates a flowing sense of harmony to complement a modern bathroom design.
KAPPA CONCEALED CISTERN

Three step selection process for under counter concealed cistern installations

**CHOOSE YOUR BUTTON:**

- **Kappa50**
  - 217mm W x 142mm H
  - Button depth: 15mm D
  - Brushed stainless steel: Kappa28221
  - Chrome: Kappa28221
  - White: Kappa28221
  - Matt chrome: Kappa28221

- **Kappa21**
  - 217mm W x 142mm H
  - Button depth: 16mm D
  - Black, chrome trim: Kappa22821
  - Chrome, matt chrome trim: Kappa22821
  - Matt chrome, chrome trim: Kappa22821
  - White, matt chrome buttons and trim: Kappa22821
  - White, chrome trim: Kappa22821
  - White, gold trim: Kappa22821

- **Kappa20**
  - 217mm W x 142mm H
  - Button depth: 16mm D
  - Chrome: Kappa22821
  - Matt chrome: Kappa22821
  - White: Kappa22821

**CHOOSE YOUR PAN TYPE:**

- **Back to wall pan**
  - Min hob depth for top press: 175mm
  - Min hob depth for front press: 175mm

- **Wall hung pan**
  - Min hob depth for top press: 175mm
  - Under cistern: 175mm

**INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:**

Kappa mid-level under counter concealed cisterns are ideal for mid height in vanity or under window vanity installations.

The button can be located for top or front press. Refer to installation instructions for more details. *Refer to pan specifications.

**KAPPA UNDER COUNTER CONCEALED CISTERN**

3L per half flush)

(4.5L per full flush/
3.3 litres average flush
WELS 4 Star Rating

(6L per full flush/
3.8 litres average flush
WELS 3 Star Rating

Registered model name in Kappa - UP120
Displayed model name with the product is Kappa under counter.

Registered model name in Kappa - UP120
Displayed model name with the product is Kappa under counter.

Registered model name in Kappa - UP120
Displayed model name with the product is Kappa under counter.

Suitable for all Kappa buttons.

For wall hung pan option use Dufix Chair Bracket 170.334.001 Run out line
REMOTELY LOCATED CONCEALED CISTERNs

The simplicity of round and square remote buttons add a subtle design impact to a bathroom whilst the choice of flexible installation options allow for a range of button locations up to two metres from the cistern.

REMOTE BUTTONS

Minimalist button designs integrate effortlessly into a range of bathroom designs with a choice of simple square or round buttons.

SIGMA INWALL ROUND REMOTE
- Chrome, matt chrome trim 116.056.KH.1
- White, chrome trim 116.056.KJ.1
- White, gold trim 116.056.KK.1
- White care button 116.045.11.1

KAPPA UNDER COUNTER ROUND REMOTE
- Black, chrome trim 116.057.KH.1
- Matt chrome, chrome trim 116.056.KN.1
- Black, chrome trim 116.057.KK.1
- Matt chrome, chrome trim 116.057.KN.1

KAPPA UNDER COUNTER SQUARE REMOTE
- Matt chrome, white trim 115.932.XT.1
- Matt chrome, black trim 115.932.XK.1
- Matt chrome, chrome trim 115.932.KA.1

Service access required for cistern maintenance.
**REMOTELY LOCATED PNEUMATIC BUTTONS**

Three step selection process for remote concealed cistern installations

1. **CHOOSE YOUR BUTTON:**
   - **Round remote inwall**
     - Chrome, matt chrome trim (16.054.KH.1)
     - White, chrome trim (16.054.KJ.1)
     - White, gold trim (16.054.KK.1)
     - Black, chrome trim (16.054.KM.1)
     - Matt chrome, chrome trim (16.054.KN.1)
     - White care button (16.045.11.1)
   - **Round remote in vanity**
     - Chrome, matt chrome trim (16.057.KH.1)
     - White, chrome trim (16.057.KJ.1)
     - White, gold trim (16.057.KK.1)
     - Black, chrome trim (16.057.KM.1)
     - Matt chrome, chrome trim (16.057.KN.1)
   - **Square remote inwall / under counter**
     - Matt chrome, white trim (16.027.NH.1)
     - White, chrome trim (16.027.NJ.1)
     - White, gold trim (16.027.NK.1)
     - Black, chrome trim (16.027.NM.1)
     - Matt chrome, chrome trim (16.027.NK.1)

2. **CHOOSE YOUR PAN TYPE:**
   - **Back to wall pan**
     - Remote concealed cistern
   - **Wall hung pan**
     - Remote concealed cistern

3. **CHOOSE YOUR INSTALLATION LOCATION AND CISTERN:**

   **Sigma inwall / in-duct / in-ceiling concealed cistern for back to wall pan**
   - Installation diagram shown. For in-ceiling and in-duct installation diagrams, please visit the Download Centre at geberit.com.au or search 'remote button installation' or call 1800 GEBERIT.

   **Kappa under counter concealed cistern with frame for wall hung pan**

   **Kappa mid-level cistern with adjustable flush pipe for back to wall pans**

   *Note: For Wall Hung pan option use Duofix Chair Bracket (170.334.00.1) Run out line

**INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:**

- Cistern cannot be serviced via remote button. Separate access required for servicing. Buttons can be installed up to two metres from the cistern. Refer to installation instructions for more details. *Refer to pan specifications.

**Suitable for:**
- Sigma round
- Kappa square
- Kappa round

**Up to 15 years warranty and spare parts availability of 25 years.**

Suits most major brands of toilet pans*.

Complete peace of mind behind the wall, for the life of the bathroom.
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

SENSOR TAPS
Recharges with water flow. Touchless sensor taps recharge when water flowing through taps

HyTronic sensor tap Typ185
Chrome, battery & power generator with mixer set at installation for blended water
116.365.21.1

HyTronic sensor tap Typ186
Chrome, battery & power generator with mixer set at installation for blended water
116.366.21.1

BOTTLE TRAP
Diseno chrome bottle trap
1 ½” x 40mm adapter (incl)
Chrome plated. Connection set to 40mm DW socket, Adaptor for 32mm basin plugs, variable length adjustment
170.130.21.1

URINAL PARTITION
Designed for public bathrooms. Available in grey and white glass, satinised on both sides. Installed securely with corrosion-resistant bracket.

Urinal partition glass rectangular, white
115.211.TD.1

Urinal partition glass rectangular, grey
115.211.CD.1

Find out more on HyTronic sensor taps
WATER EFFICIENCY LABELLING AND STANDARDS (WELS)

All our cisterns and sensor taps carry a WELS rating to help you make informed choices about their level of water efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WATER RATING</th>
<th>WATER RATING</th>
<th>WATER RATING</th>
<th>WATER RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3 litres per flush</td>
<td>3.8 litres per flush</td>
<td>3.4 litres per flush</td>
<td>4.0 litres per flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In accordance with AS/NZS 6400</td>
<td>In accordance with AS/NZS 6400</td>
<td>In accordance with AS/NZS 6400</td>
<td>In accordance with AS/NZS 6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licence No. 31</td>
<td>Licence No. 31</td>
<td>Licence No. 31</td>
<td>Licence No. 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GEBERIT

I only recommend the Geberit concealed cistern as I have confidence in the quality, it's easy to install and you can future proof the bathroom with parts if needed for many years to come.

Adam Powell
Powell Plumbing

UNMATCHED QUALITY

- 55 years history of concealed cistern innovation
- 70 million cisterns installed worldwide
- Swiss engineered and German made
- 25 years spare parts availability
- 15 years cistern warranty

For further information contact Geberit on 1800GEBERIT or at geberit.com.au